Rugged and dependable, the Energizer® Hardcase® Tactical® TANGO light is built to withstand the toughest conditions. It is fully waterproof according to IEC 60529 IPX7 standards. A tethered tailcap means you’ll never lose the battery compartment cover and tactile switches make the light easy to operate in the dark. Four lighting modes provide the right light for any situation, from reading a map to night combat.

VERSATILE

• Comes with both helmet mount and MOLLE/OTV/MTV attachment clip
• Optional Picatinny Rail mount available
• Eight separate light intensity configurations

POWERFUL

• Illuminates objects and surfaces up to 29 meters away in high white mode

WATERPROOF

• Meets IEC 60529 IPX7 standards
• Operates after immersion in 1 meter of water for 30 minutes

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

Additional performance details

Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.
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